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Abstract: The calyx-krater with masks of Maenads on the handles was 
found in the small built tomb ‘Heuzey B’ on the east side of the necropolis  
of ancient Aigai (Vergina). The tomb belongs to the burial group Heuzey and 
is dated to the last decades of the 4th century BC based on archaeological 
evidence. The new crater from Vergina (krater ‘Heuzey’) complements  
the small group of bronze krater of the second half of the 4th century 
BC, which served as the urn (Urne). It seems no coincidence that all of  
the examples come from Macedonia, as shown by the excavations (Vergina-
Aigai, Pydna) or the comparative study (Athens, ex White Collection).
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Prologue

In 1998–1999, during the clearing of the remains of a Macedonian tomb 
in Palatitsia (first researched by L. Heuzey in 1856),1 two small burials were 
discovered at the eastern limits of the large cemetery of Aigai (Vergina), 
which are now known as ‘Heuzey A’ and ‘Heuzey B’. Unfortunately, 
‘Heuzey A’ had been looted. ‘Heuzey B’, however, was of great interest, as all  
of its burial objects had been preserved. this fact, combined with the burial’s 
1 See Heuzey and Daumet 1876, 226ff. (= Descamps-Lequime 2011, 325ff.); Drougou 
1999; Drougou 1995–2000; Kottaridi 2013, 78–79; Drougou et al. forthcoming.
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spatial relationship to ‘Heuzey A’, ensured that a strong chronological 
estimate could be made of both.2 the small cist grave of ‘Heuzey B’ was 
built in full view of ‘Heuzey A’, directly to its north, which places its 
dating within the same period. this is confirmed by its clay vase funerary 
offerings, which come from the last quarter of the 4th century BC (around 
320 BC). the weapons discovered inside this small cist grave reveal it to be  
the burial of a military male, whose bones were kept inside a large calyx-
krater after his cremation. It is this krater that will be the subject of this article.  
the metal vases and the burial ware are wholly typical of tombs dating to  
the end of the 4th century BC in Macedonia. Nevertheless, it is the tomb’s 
clay vases that contribute most to the relative chronology of the burial 
complex, although this dating cannot be entirely certain. the most important 
item to this end is a small terracotta plain lamp of the Drougou ΠΛ1 type 
dating to the end of the 4th century BC.3

the bronze calyx-krater, which was used as an ossuary, stands out from 
the other clay and metal vases of ‘Heuzey B’ due to its size and shape.  
It joins the very limited group of known 4th century bronze calyx-kraters 
(cf. below Appendix and n. 1). A feature of this particular period is  
the black-glazed clay calyx-krater, which is usually adorned with overlaid 
gold decoration and floral motifs (Kopcke 1964, 33ff.; Zimmermann 1998, 
82ff.; Papanastasiou 2004, 32ff.; Agapaki 2005, 13–35; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 
97ff.; Simon 2010, 146ff.; see also n. 1). this seems to be the most appropriate 
equivalent of contemporary red-figure calyx-kraters in terms of value and 
impression. Despite their large number, the latter can be considered equally 
significant only on a few occasions.4 However, the study of calyx-kraters 

2 the big Macedonian tomb, L. Heuzey’s discovery, has already lost most of its stone 
structure; still, it retains its archaeological value due to the reports of L. Heuzey and  
H. Daumet. It is evident nowadays that the three tombs belong to one burial complex,
where another built tomb excavated by the 17th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical
Antiquities should be also included (see Kottaridi 1998, 408ff.). It is noteworthy that
a few tens of meters south of the ‘Heuzey’ graves, there are the ‘Bellas’ Macedonian tombs
(‘of the Generals’) which in a sense represent the chronological ‘continuity’ of the
‘Macedonian tomb’ type in the 3rd century BC (see andronikos 1984, 34–37; Drougou and
Saatsoglou-Paliadeli 2005, 200ff.).
3 on the clay vessels of the tomb, see above n. 1. It is worthy of mentioning in the current 
study as well, the discovery in ‘Heuzey A’ tomb of a gold Carian coin issued by the king 
Pixodaros which offers the terminus ante quem of the 'Heuzey' burial group. See forthcoming 
publication of Drougou et al.
4 Kugioumtzi 2006, 148ff. Still influential the work of Schefold 1937. Also, see Campenon 
1994, 35ff.; Kathariou 2002, 8, 90ff. (kraters); Papanastasiou 2004, 31ff.; Barr-Sharrar 
2008, 97ff.; Simon 2010, 146–147. Previously, see Frank 1990. on the use of kraters in  
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is most certainly of worth, as they represent a characteristic element of  
the 4th century BC.

bronze calyx-krater

(Item nos. 26+27+38+39+41+42+28) (Pls. 1: 1, 2 and 2: 1). It possesses 
a lead, discus-shaped cover with a ring as a handle in its centre (item 
nos. 28+34). It is completely preserved except for one of the two heads 
on one handle. In many places, the body has been oxidised without any 
serious damage being caused apart from some small holes in the wall and  
the bottom of the vessel. Ht. 0.398m, lip diam. 0.455m, base diam. 0.15m, base  
ht. 0.25m [0.15m]. Handle ht. 0.1m, handle w. 0.077m, handle component 
w. 0.025m, head ht. 0.09m, head w. 0.055m, lip ht. 0.018m.

lead disc cover of the calyx-krater

(Pl. 1: 1). Intact. Diam. 0.43m, thickness 0.015–0.02m. Irregular lead 
disc with a rough ring serving as a handle. See for example: similar lead 
caps (covers) of vases or vessels containing bones in Pydna (Besios and 
Athanasiadou 2014, 132) or in Amphipolis (Lazarides 2014, 109, fig. 77 = 
Deschamps-Lequime 2011, 332–333, figs. 533, 534).

the krater’s body consists of a uniform hammered sheet, whereas  
the base, the handles and the lip are cast and ornamented. According  
to analysis conducted, the body’s alloy differs from that of the handles 
and the base, as it contains more tin. Cast parts were adhered to the body  
by silver soldering. on cleaning the vase, the incised letters of Μ and Ν 
were revealed, which were obviously indicators of the correct placement  
of the handles (they are no longer visible). on the base’s standing surface 
and at the point that corresponds to one of the heads, the letter Δ can be seen. 
there are also incisions that would have rendered details on the heads of  
the handles.

on the whole, the krater is both tall and rather narrow, but with heavy 
cast handles and a heavy base (Pl. 2: 2). the latter has a conical shape 
with a wide ring on its lowest part, whilst its surface is decorated with  

the 4th century BC see Fless 2002, 27ff. Worthy of note are the miniature clay calyx-
kraters, the majority of which appears in the 4th century BC and the Hellenistic period, 
a phenomenon possibly associated with burial practices, cf. examples from Apulia,  
see Kotitsa 1998, 146ff., no. 107; Agapaki 2005, 31. For the special symbolism of the large-
scale kraters and particularly in the 4th century BC in relation to contemporary philosophical 
views and in connection with burial practices, see Ignatiadou 2014.
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a complex relief ornament formed by a Lesbian kymation with lotus flowers 
in between its heart-shaped elements. the individual features of the kymation  
are rendered using double grooves and strongly curved intermediate surfaces. 
the composition of the lip decoration is similar: a ring with a relief strip of 
beading (astragal) is positioned around the top of the lip’s wide outward 
dropping curvature. the lip surface is adorned by an Ionic relief kymation, 
in which the large convex element of the egg is surrounded by double relief 
grooves.

the lower section of the vase (which can be termed its bottom)  
is relatively short and rounded on the outside, but at the transition point  
to the calyx-shaped section it forms a narrow ‘shoulder’. the calyx-shaped 
upper section of the vase ends in a lip that opens up significantly outwards 
and slightly downwards with an overhanging kymation.

the large, cast Π-shaped handles (Pl. 3: 1, 2) both components of which 
are attached at the point where the two sections of the body are joined, 
strongly curve outwards and then turn towards the body.

the handles are formed by grooves and relief or flutings that terminate in 
long ‘tongues’ at the point where they adhere to the vase’s body. In the same 
spot, there is a floral motif of acanthus leaves and flower-rosettes formed  
in such a way that the female head reliefs at the adhesion of the handles 
could be fitted. Between the lower parts of the handles are two half-leaves 
and a space that is covered by rosettes and a heart-shaped design. In contrast, 
there is simply one rosette with an accompanying half-leaf on each of  
the edges of the adhesions. the rosettes on the handles consist of six thick 
relief leaves joined in the middle by a relief button. Small relief leaves 
surround the ‘tongues’ of the handles above the arched heads.

the female heads on the handles (Pl. 4: 1, 2, 3), of which one is missing, 
are almost identical. the faces are oval or round. the surfaces of the forehead 
and cheeks are relatively large and curved with large eyes and nose and  
a small mouth acting as the bonding features that form the reverse triangle 
of the face’s centre. Below the forehead and the large, wide incised arch 
of the brows, the large eyes are shaped by two modelled arches (the eyelid 
and the lower part of the eye) that face each other. the incised circle of  
the pupil is visible between them. the large nose is rooted between the eyes 
and the forehead and ends above the mouth, where it retains its large size. 
Contrastingly, the mouth, with its pronounced modelled lips, is small in 
size and its length is equal to that of the nose with its open nostrils or to 
one eye. the hair covers the head liberally and ends in two long free locks, 
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one on each side beneath the ear. the forehead is completely bare and  
the locks here are shaped in small incised or modelled groups of hair.  
the eyes, the ridges of the nostrils and the sides of the mouth form distinctive 
modelled bulks on the face thereby highlighting its plasticity vis-à-vis  
the wide curves of the cheeks and forehead. the result is a young female face 
with large heavy eyes and dishevelled hair, all the features typical of a young 
maenad. thus far, archaeological research has discovered a small number 
of preserved bronze calyx-kraters dating to the 4th century BC. Alongside 
contemporary black-glazed clay models, they represent a trademark product 
of workshop production during this century and provide clues to their 
interrelation.

bronze calyx-kraters of the 4th century bc

Catalogue
1. Pydna. Πυ 207. Sevasti ‘the Pappas tumulus’, tomb 2. Second

quarter of 4th century BC. Besios 1987, 212, 213, figs. 8, 9; Vocotopoulou 
1994, 189ff.; Vocotopoulou 1997, 261, no. 157 (340–330 BC); Barr-Sharrar 
2008, 2, 98, fig. 89; Besios 2010, 286–287; touloumtzidou 2010, 431–432, 
440; Il Dono di Dioniso 2011, 149, fig. 2.; Sideris 2011, 288ff., 290ff.

2. Vergina. tomb ‘Heuzey B’, (including excavation data). See Drougou
and Saatsoglou-Paliadeli 2006, 198–199 (height corrected, instead of 0.7m 
read 0.4m [!]; fragments, handles etc. before the vase’s conservation); 
cf. Drougou 1999, 540, figs. 3–5; Drougou 1995–2000, 242, fig. 8; 
touloumtzidou 2010, 431–432, 440–441; Fox 2011, 169 (Α. Κottaridi); 
Sideris 2011, 288–289; Kottaridi 2013, 78–79 (340–330 BC!).

3. Macedonia. thessaloniki (currently?) (formerly White Levy
Collection). See Nόστοι 2003, 208, no. 8 (330 BC); Chi-Gaunt 2005, nos. 9, 
20; touloumtzidou 2010, 432, 441; Ιl Dono di Dioniso 2011, 145ff.;  Sideris 
2011, 290.

4. New York. White Levy Collection Β΄. Sideris 2011, 290.
5. Berlin. Antiken Sammlungen. No. 30622. From Maikop, Ukraine.

Züchner 1938, 3ff.; Heilmeyer 1988, 136, pl. 136; touloumtzidou 2010, 
441.

6. Preserved masks from the handles of calyx-kraters found in Pella,
Vocotopoulou 1994, 558, fig. 10, Louvre Br 1717 (from Galaxidi), Louvre 
ΜΝC 1242 (Dodona?), National Museum, Karapanos Collection nos. 78–80 
(Dodona); touloumtzidou 2010, 433–434, 441.
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General bibliography
Vickers and Gill 1994, 174; Vocotopoulou 1994, 189ff.; Vocotopoulou 

1997, 261ff., no. 157; themelis 2000, 495–517; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 122ff. 
(see the last three works on relief decoration and passim); touloumtzidou 
2010, 427–441; Sideris 2011, 284–285.

on the 4th century BC clay calyx-kraters, see Schefold 1934, 25ff.; 
Kopcke 1964, 33ff., no. 55, pl. 201; McPhee 1981, 264ff.; Frank 1990,  
23–35; Campenon 1994, 55ff.; Rotroff 1997, 135ff.; Zimmermann 1998, 
82ff.; Kathariou 2002, 11ff.; Agapaki 2005, 8ff.; touloumtzidou 2010,  
427–441; Ignatiadou 2014, 55.

For lists of clay examples, see Kopcke 1964, 33ff.; Papanastasiou 2004, 
111ff., mostly 147ff., pls. VIII–XXV. Also, Konstantopoulos 1986, 108,  
fig. 105 (Ialyssos); Riz 1990, 37, 4: 1 and 5: 1 (gilded clay example from 
a grave in teano, Campania dated to 300 BC); Kotitsa 1998, 146–148 
(Apulian, third quarter of 4th century BC), pl. 61, no. 104; Agapaki 2005, 
8ff.; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 97–98; Simon 2010, 153ff.

the bronze calyx-kraters of Vergina and Sevasti-Pydna (Πυ 207)5  
are especially useful for researchers due to their documented provenance 
and their fairly accurate dating, based on excavation data. A third intact 
example, a bronze krater in the White Levy Collection with four Maenad 
heads on its handles, was stored at the Metropolitan Museum in New York 
until recently. In 2005, it was returned to Greece and has been kept at  
the Archaeological Museum of thessaloniki since.6 Another relatively 
unknown calyx-krater with Silenoi heads on the handles also belongs to  
the White Levy Collection.7 Fragments of similar vases, which are scattered 
across various museums in Greece, Europe and America should be added 
to this tiny group of intact calyx-kraters; the fragments of the ‘Krater  
of the Maenads’, kept in the Antikensammlung in Berlin, originally came 
from Maikop in Ukraine (Züchner 1938, 3ff.; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 148ff., 
fig. 137, n. 12). A handle from the Pella Museum and a head-mask from 
Western Macedonia (Agia Anna, Kastoria, in the Archaeological Museum 
of Kastoria) are examples of calyx-kraters that confirm (despite the small 

5 on the Sevasti-Pydna krater see Vocotopoulou 1994, 189ff.; Vocotopoulou 1997, n. 157; 
Besios 2010, 287; Sideris 2011, 288–289.
6 Vocotopoulou 1994, 189ff.; Νόστοι 2008, n. 8; Sideris 2011, 289ff.; Ignatiadou 2014, 47, 
pl. 55.
7 Sideris (2011, 288, figs. 15, 16) refers to the calyx-krater of the ‘Silenoi’. Based on 
the abovementioned photographs, the similarity with other bronze calyx-kraters under 
examinations is confirmed. See n. 6.
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number of preserved specimens) the wider use of a metal version of  
the vase shape during the 4th century BC (Vocotopoulou 1994, 196, n. 25 and 
26). However, the bronze kraters (both complete and in fragmentary form) 
dating to the 2nd and 1st centuries BC found in Pompeii and Bοscoreale  
in Italy8 constitute a substantial series that poses serious questions concerning 
provenance and chronology, as they could very well date to Hellenistic 
times.

today, it is accepted by all that the shape of the calyx-krater (a disputed 
topic, best not discussed here) dominated 4th century production of clay 
and metal vessels. In addition, in the Hellenistic era, it appeared widely 
in funeral feast reliefs, or nekrodeipna, taking, for example, the form  
of architectural ornamentation. In relation to other objects and artistic 
works of earlier times, vases such as the krater acquired an ever increasing 
symbolic significance until they were finally incorporated into Hellenistic 
decoration. Finds at Pompeii and other Italian sites dating to the Roman 
Republic, as well as similar marble ‘Neo-Attic’ works, confirm that the shape 
persisted to this period, suggesting either the survival of specimens or that 
Classical models were copied (cf. Züchner 1938, 3ff.; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 
148ff., fig. 137, n. 12; see also n. 8). the final phase of the Classical era  
(the 4th century BC) appears to have been a transitional period in which many 
changes occurred due to great economic, political and religious upheaval  
in the Greek region. the production of impressive red-figure clay vases with 
multi-coloured decoration (‘Kerch vases’) that were impractical for everyday 
use, were widely distributed outside Athens, and elaborate metal vessels, 
which competed against their splendid black-glazed counterparts, tended to 
predominate, just some of the changes taking place in the 4th century BC. 
It has been accepted by scholars that the relief decoration of later kraters 
has its origins in the work of the 4th century BC, since elements of it have 
been identified and attested in other 4th century BC relief metal vessels  
(e.g. the Berlin krater or the famous volute krater of Derveni). Furthermore, 
the view that Agapaki (2005, 37ff.; cf. Barr-Sharrar 2008, 98ff.; Ignatiadou 
2014) expresses in her unpublished dissertation appears to be correct.  
She argues that these great and expensive vases were kept, even if in 
restored form, for many years, which partly explains the long preservation  
of the shape, at least symbolically. this is obviously not an isolated example 
of classical elements surviving into Hellenistic and miniature art. Indeed,  
it is a widely acknowledged fact that in Hellenistic times, at least so far  

8 Pernice 1925; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 70–71, figs. 69, 140, 141 and  210-211; on similar 
marble kraters of the ‘Neo-Attic workshop’, see Fuchs 1959; Grassinger 1991.
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as vase shape and associated iconographic themes are concerned, there was  
a return to Classical models (in particular to those of the 4th century BC)  
in the production of clay and metal vessels. the use and application of this 
calyx- and volute-krater shape in 4th century BC products is, therefore, 
especially impressive. this exhibition of luxury and embellishment in terms  
of size and wealth of employed materials decisively influenced both Hellenistic 
and miniature art, as well as the symbols, depictions and decorative motifs 
associated with cults and other social issues that formed a critical element  
of the period (Simon 2010, 146–157 [in connection with the symposion and 
the cult of Aphrodite]; Ignatiadou 2014). In this way, precious metal vases  
and vessels from the 4th century BC were passed on to the Hellenistic era, 
during which time they were either used or copied in the 2nd and 1st centuries 
BC. In short, it can be considered fact that the use of a differentiated form 
of vase and vessel can be clearly identified from as early as the 4th century 
BC. this area is, however, in definite need of further study. Apart from  
the important fact that their find-spots are known, the similarity in terms  
of shape and decorative elements of the two kraters from Vergina and 
Sevasti-Pydna is also worthy of note. At the same time, however, the Sevasti 
calyx-krater and the repatriated krater of the White Levy Collection are alike 
in that they both have a complex ‘monumental’ base built next to the ‘krater 
base’, as well as the actual base of the vase itself. the column-shaped foot 
of the ‘krater base’ stands in the middle of a cuboid base and ends above  
in a circular socket at the base of the vase. the latter bears a form previously 
observed in red-figure pottery of the early 4th century BC (cf. the volute 
krater-dinos of the Meleager Painter), as well as in painted depictions on  
an ornate bed from a Macedonian tomb at Potidea (Sismanidis 1997, 56–
57, pl. 24: with depiction of kraters that stand upon similar complex bases; 
also, Kathariou 2002, 8, pl. 386; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 80ff., fig. 74, 94ff.). 
the base of the second krater of the White Levy Collection with the Silenoi 
masks appears to be similar. It is now certain that the use of monumental 
bases on vases was not an exclusive feature of large stone and metal vases 
from the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman Imperial period. However, it is 
also evident that the complex ‘monumental’ form of large vases had begun  
as early as the 4th century BC.9 on the Sevasti-Pydna krater, a simple 
kymation may be discerned on the lower part of the cube-shaped plinth’s 
base sides, as well as a small step at the end of the tongue-shaped grooves 

9 Similar elements of the shape can be seen on other shapes, such as the clay volute krat-
ers (the South-Italian ones in particular), cf. Barr-Sharrar 2008, 91ff. At the same time, an 
analogous trend is observed to the corresponding marble monumental vases.
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on the foot. the Vergina krater does not possess an impressive ‘krater base’, 
although the real base of the vase is a perfect match to the Sevasti one  
in terms of shape and relief decoration.

the relief ornaments (primarily the Ionic and Lesbian kymation on  
the lip and base) and the large cast handles are the main characteristics that 
the kraters share. the two Macedonian examples from Vergina and Sevasti-
Pydna in fact prove to be almost identical in this respect. the bronze handle 
of the krater from Pella could also be added to this small group. the lip 
is adorned with a ‘drooping’ relief kymation crowned with a thin astragal 
garland, whilst the base bears a Lesbian kymation relief typical of the time.10 
the large free handles form a large Π with deep and wide grooves and  
the long horizontal stem of the Π curves inwards towards the calyx-shaped 
body.

the handle grips on the body’s surface are covered by large masks 
consisting of the heads of maenads, a well-known morphological theme  
of the second half of the 4th century BC. the facemask themes of  
the examples considered here all derive from Dionysiac iconography 
(Maenads, Silenoi) and this also applies to the larger depictions on  
the Berlin fragments and a wider group which includes the volute krater  
of Derveni. Based on excavation finds (i.e. the kraters of Vergina and Pydna), 
future research in this area should perhaps focus on burial practices when 
considering other examples of unknown provenance.

the rich finds from the area of ancient Macedonia and the more general 
region of northern Greece over the past 50 years constitute an impressive 
and multi-faceted collection of material that seems to confirm the belief  
of Vocotopoulou (1994, 190ff.; 1997, n. 157) and earlier scholars that it was  
of the utmost importance to the Greek world of the time. Nevertheless, a 
closer and more careful analysis demonstrates that theorising on particular 
origins or on production ‘workshops’ based on external morphological or 
aesthetic  characteristics remains uncertain. this is because any classification 

10 Cf. on the usual decorative motifs, especially on silver vases, Zimi 2011, 142ff. Also, 
Pfrommer 1982, 119ff.; Pfrommer 1987; Pfrommer 1993, 26ff.; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 31ff. Cf. 
also, von Graeve 1970 on similar composition of decorative motifs on bigger monuments 
without ignoring the analogous trend observed in monuments of contemporary architecture. 
the composition of the kymatia and tendrils may comprise the most typical feature of 
4th century BC, since it is found in almost all art forms from architecture, metalwork to 
miniature art, cf. for example, the instances from pottery-painting or the cloth from Vergina, 
Drougou 1984, recently Romiopoulou and Schmidt-Douna 2010, 74ff., 93ff. (decorative 
elements of the structure as well as of ivory objects). See Fox 2011, 147 (the throne from 
the tomb of ‘Eurydice’).
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is made on the basis of other variables of interpretation, such as chronology or  
the technology employed. Recent research has focused on the modelled 
features of the attached masks, yet it seems necessary to first ascertain  
the method of production used and to identify the quality of the material. 
An attempt has been made to classify the decorative masks of metal vessels 
according to their typological and stylistic characteristics with the aim  
of identifying their craftsmen and production workshops.11 However,  
the figural types are on many occasions similar or identical, although there 
are important dissimilarities in their depiction. As a result, it is beyond 
doubt that direct observation can reveal many differences that could allow 
the ‘creator’ or ‘workshop’ to be classified (see themelis and touratsoglou 
1997, 171–182 [themelis]; themelis 2000, 511ff.; Sideris 2002, 173ff.; 
Sideris 2011, 289ff., cf. also Barr-Sharrar 2008, 178–186). For example,  
the satyr on the lantern of Vergina is similar to many equivalent toreutic 
works, but the difference in the craftsman’s ability is clear and obvious 
(Andronikos 1984, 158; Sideris 2011, 288).12

the similarities between the kraters of Sevasti-Pydna and Vergina and 
their chronological and geographical positioning suggests a close connection 
in terms of their creation. this could perhaps mean they share the same 
production centre or ‘workshop’, located either in the vicinity of or inside 
one of the two neighbouring cities, to which other well-known examples 
of metalwork could also be attributed.13 the kraters’ large and deep eyes 

11 the decorative masks are affixedon the vase’s wall below the handles with silver-
soldering. the method of adhering the masks, the various complementary floral ornaments 
(see below) etc. constitute indications of both the intentional (ad hoc!) production process 
and the use (funerary?) of these bronze works in relation to other vessels for other purposes 
unknown to us. the factor of trading and distributing the molds of these works – a least 
known subject – should be also added. Cf. on the different interpretation suggestions, Sideris 
2011, 286–288.
12 the fact that the lantern of Vergina, in addition to the other vessels, remains essentially 
unpublished, hinders any discussion on or formation of ‘hands’ or ‘workshops’. one example 
of such difficulties is the relation of bronze vases to silver ones. this can be easily observed 
on the masks of the silver oinochoai from Philip’s tomb. Even though, their connection  
is certain their differentiations are notable. the decorative masks of the bronze vessels from 
Philip’s tomb attest to significant craftsmen, like the creator of the lantern, and the similar 
or ‘same’ examples should be assessed with caution.
13 It appears that the two cities had close relations. there are many findings from both areas 
indicative of this. Besides, the small distance between them accounts for the phenomenon 
while Pydna’s harbour and the role played by Aigai created favourable conditions for  
the dynamic activities of their workshops. the connections observed in a variety of objects-
finds from both excavations offer a wide field of research.
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cover almost all of the upper half of the face, whilst the wide curves of  
the cheeks are positioned closer to the vertical nose and small, full mouth.  
the large round face is covered by a crown of dense curls made of thick, 
uneven, incised grooves that end up in long groups lower down. the heavy 
features of the face diminish towards its edges. the image is mainly dominated 
by the large cheeks and large eyes, exactly as is the case in other works, 
such as the female head of the earlier bronze oinochoe from Macedonian 
tomb ΙΙ (‘Philip’s’) in the Great tumulus in Vergina (Andronikos 1984, 158,  
fig. 124; themelis 2000, 510ff.; Sideris 2011, 288. the chronological distance 
of these bronze vessels should be marked and interpreted). Sideris (2011, 
288ff.), using an earlier study by themelis (2000, 510ff.) on the formation 
of groups as a basis, distinguishes three large units to classify masks (and 
correctly not ‘workshops’). this employs the concept of ‘tradition’ and uses 
the groupings of ‘Macedonian’ (with conservative tendencies), ‘Athenian’ 
and ‘Corinthian’. Various individual groups are incorporated into these 
units, which use particular works, such as the Derveni krater or the Vergina 
lantern, to define their nature. Sideris (2011, 288ff.) places ‘Corinthianising’ 
works such as the Vergina krater, which he considers an indirect product 
of a Corinthian workshop (sic), in themelis’ (2000, 510ff.) ‘7th unit’.  
He also ascribes the masks of Dodona and the Louvre and the Maenads of 
the repatriated krater from the White Levy Collection to the same workshop. 
Nevertheless, the close relationship between the Pydna and Vergina kraters 
poses certain questions concerning the classification criteria of similar 
groupings. the relevance (or lack thereof) of several works from Vergina  
to certain examples from Pydna, Derveni etc. should be reconsidered through 
examination in-situ by researchers who possess knowledge of technical 
details (Andronikos 1984, 158, fig. 124; themelis 2000, 510ff.; Sideris 2011, 
288). Comparisons with corresponding silver examples from these places  
is important, but also in a way misleading. However, this issue lies beyond 
the scope of the present article. Indeed, the establishing of ‘workshops’ is  
a matter of interpretation, yet it ought not to be limited to purely morphological-
aesthetic similarities or differences. It has already been acknowledged that 
‘common’ forms (topoi) were created in the second half of the 4th century 
BC as the result of a fusion of many contemporary artistic trends and 
creations; this is a phenomenon that can mainly be identified in the work  
of craftsmen, vase painting, metalwork etc.14 the fact that other scholars, 

14 Forms and trends, characteristics of various ‘schools’ or ‘workshops’ are identified 
primarily in miniature art but also in monuments of larger scale and significance while  
the difficulty in dating these monuments or other  remains makes the whole issue even more 
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such as Barr-Sharrar (2008, 178ff.), detect influences from Athenian art  
in the same works of the ‘Corinthianizing’ group (according to Sideris)  
is of little surprise. As other scholars have noted (Sideris) however, it is true 
that stylistic and technical differences may be ascertained in the decoration 
of many similar vessels (Sismanidis 1997, 56–57, pl. 24: with depiction  
of kraters that stand upon similar complex bases; also, Kathariou 2002, 8,  
pl. 386; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 80ff., fig. 74, 94ff.; cf. also n. 10). Finally,  
it is worth noting that the distribution of all these goods (including works 
of art) created by artisans in the second half of the 4th century BC, shows 
that this Greek region was very attracted to the Macedonian court, which 
in turn brought about interaction and the development of common ways. 
Having expressed this general observation, it is nevertheless still necessary  
to closely examine the technical aspect of these works, in order that 
technology and other data (such as their use) can confirm current theories 
regarding the workshops that created such impressive metalwork.

the Vergina and Sevasti-Pydna kraters possess enough similarities  
to consider that they can both be attributed to a common tradition  
(or workshop) to which the White Levy Collection krater may also be 
added. the way in which the foot and the base of the krater were formed is 
similar, albeit with slight morphological differences. Similarities can also  
be detected on the Pella handle. However, it has already been mentioned that 
the decorative masks of the Vergina and Sevasti kraters can be connected 
with certainty. As far as basic characteristics are concerned, the mask of  
the maenad on the bronze oinochoe from Philip’s tomb also seems to fit 
well, but the remarkably accurate and sharp rendering cannot be ignored, 
since it indicates either a better (or earlier?) mould or a more skilful hand.15  
It is necessary to compare kraters from the 4th century BC with corresponding 
clay examples,16 since they appear equally as often in the second half of  
the century. this makes the relatively narrow, cylindrical, calyx-shaped 
body typical of the century’s final decades (330–310 BC). the calyx’s 
shape on the Vergina krater is rather narrow compared to the kraters of  
 

complex. Nevertheless, it appears that in this interstice lies the beginning of the creation  
of the new Hellenistic trends in art.
15 It is the same difference in quality noticed in the figures on the Derveni volute krater  
in relation to other bronze works of this period. Cf. observations by Andronikos 1984, 
159ff.; Barr-Sharrar 2008.
16 on the Sevasti-Pydna krater, see Vocotopoulou 1994, 189ff.; Vocotopoulou 1997, n. 157; 
Besios 2010, 287; Sideris 2011, 288–289. Cf. also Νόστοι 2008, n. 8; Sideris 2011, 289ff.; 
Ignatiadou 2014, 47, pl. 55.
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the White Levy Collection. In contrast, the Sevasti-Pydna krater corresponds 
to the ‘manieristic’ shape of the Vergina vase, which, as mentioned previously, 
is similar in style to clay black-glazed kraters (see above).

the floral ornament17 surrounding the masks is part of the composition  
of the kraters’ handles. on the Vergina krater, curved acanthus half-leaves 
with open flower rosettes grow around the masks. this is an ornament  
notably different from those on the Sevasti-Pydna krater and the repatri-
ated White Levy Collection krater. Despite the similarity of the iconographic 
themes of the masks on the calyx-kraters, the floral motifs on the Vergina  
krater are more elaborate and have more stylised elements (rosettes  
or flowers surrounded by half-leaves).18 on the White Levy Collection 
krater, however, simple clear volutes flank and connect the masks with  
the edges of the handle, just as on the Pella handle. on the Sevasti krater, 
these ornaments are akin to the previously mentioned one, with a pal-
mette as the connecting element between the two masks in the centre of  
the space.19 It is therefore obvious that a certain degree of ‘freedom’ existed  
in the rendering of details and the completion of the vessel. this should 
be taken into account when determining the workshops of the kraters  
if no further information on their technique, the vessels’ alloys, function or 
use exists. on the krater from the ‘Heuzey B’ tomb, the cast handles and  
the lip’s ring are of excellent quality, whereas a very thin hammered sheet 
was used for the body. the result is that the elaborate and cast handles  
appear to be heavy on a vase with very thin walls. It is difficult to argue 
whether such a combination was adopted for the burial use of kraters given 
that other vases exist (as well as other vessels with ornate bodies) exactly 
like the White Levy one, which bears an ivy branch around the body at its 
mid-point.20

Alloy analysis has shown that the vessel contains a high percentage  
of tin, as was the case with the other large vessels within the burial group 

17 the floral designs that adorn the 4th century BC metal vases and vessels comprise a huge 
topic that has not been studied adequately both in terms of their iconography and their 
function and symbolism. the same trends in decoration of clay vessels and in motifs should 
be included to this topic too. See above n. 10. Also, Möbius 1968; Valina 2006, 451ff.;  
Barr-Sharrar 2008, 39ff.
18 Cf. relatively similar floral elements on the bronze oinochoe from Philip’s tomb, 
Andronikos 1984, 159.
19 Similarly see for example, the situlae, teleaga 2008, 262–266, 446–447.
20 Cf. similar decoration on the clay black-glazed kraters that bear relief-floral decoration, 
see n. 16.
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of ‘Heuzey B’. A similar alloy quality can be found in the Sevasti krater, 
which may confirm the common provenance of the two vases.21

the Sevasti-Pydna krater contained a silver drachma of Alexander III.  
this find allows us to date the burial (and perhaps the krater, too) to  
the decade of 330–320 BC. Based on this information, Vocotopoulou 
(1994, 189–201, pls. 1–10, 11ff.; on the practical importance of the vessels 
in symposia, see Vocotopoulou 1998; tsimbidou-Avloniti 2006, 114–
134 [primarily 120–121]) placed the krater in the decade 340–330 BC. 
According to Price’s study of Alexander III’s coinage, this dating should 
probably be moved forward into the next decade (touratsoglou 1988, 32, 33; 
touratsoglou 2010, 116–120). the krater from the ‘Heuzey B’ tomb seems 
to confirm this chronological estimation, since the burial assemblage can 
be dated to the beginning of the penultimate decades of the 4th century BC  
on the basis of its pottery and on one clay lamp in particular (see drougou 
et al. forthcoming). As a result, the kraters need not be considered earlier 
works, but rather vessels produced to serve the contemporary needs  
of symposia or burials. In this case, the relationship of the kraters (Sevasti 
and Vergina) appears to be most probable within the narrow period dictated 
by Alexander III’s silver drachma and the pottery from the ‘Heuzey B’ 
tomb. A gold coin of Pixodaros of Caria (341–336 BC) from the ‘Heuzey 
A’ tomb provides us with the required upper chronological limit (terminus 
ante quem) for the current study (cf. n. 3). Contemporary equivalent clay 
examples of this shape create an impressive context for the relatively 
limited group of bronzes, because they stand out for their distinct decoration  
on glossy black glaze and, even more importantly, their shape was rendered 
in a dynamic way. With this in mind, the differences with 4th century 
BC red-figure kraters are of particular significance, as the shape appears  
to have lost both its potential and unity. In fact, this century seems to have 
laid special emphasis on a different perception of both material and shapes  
to that of the previous century, which contributed to the new aesthetics  
of daily life created by new economic and political circumstances.22

21 According to information from the Museum of thessaloniki, the Sevasti krater may 
have the same bronze alloy. the presence of tin at a higher percentage, traced in the other 
bronze vessels of the ‘Heuzey B’ tomb as well possibly confirms their common origin.  
See forthcoming publication of the ‘Heuzey’ tombs by Drougou et al.
22 Cf. Züchner 1938, 3ff.; Barr-Sharrar 2008, 148ff., fig. 137, n. 12; see also variations 
or miniature tinplated vases, Agapaki 2005, pl. 35: 30. on the historical, economic and 
political context of the period, see touratsoglou 2010.
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Appendix. the remaining metal vases and vessels of the ‘Heuzey b’ 
tomb23

Catalogue
1. Bronze tin-plated oinochoe (item no. 35). Almost completely intact,

but with small sherds and damage to the decorative figure on the handle and 
the base. Ht. 0.25m, body max. diam. 0.155m, base diam. 0.117m, lower 
part ht. 0.10m, lip l. 0.1m, lip w. 0.06m, handle w. 0.01m. Bronze. this vase 
consists of three sections: a cast handle, a decorative sheet on the handle 
and the body, which is formed by a sheet. the body is round with a concave 
cross-section and no base form. the wide standing surface of the vase bears 
concentric circle relief grooves arranged in a pair with a small circle as its 
centre. the body ends sharply at the shoulder, which is conical in the direction 
of the narrow neck and trefoil lip of the vase. the middle and larger lobes, 
which form the vase’s spout, are surrounded at the back by two smaller ones 
that support the upper end of the handle. the large component at neck level 
bears parallel incisions and twists, thereby creating a handle with a circular 
cross-section; the end of the handle sits upon the vase’s shoulder. the lower 
curved part of the handle bears an incised ‘chevron’ design lengthwise. 
there is a small, hammered ornament on the lower grip of the handle that 
depicts a considerably damaged, winged siren. the small female head  
at its centre covers the handle’s grip. type VI. oinochoe. See Drougou 1999, 
540ff.; Drougou 1995–2000, 247, fig. 9; Sideris 2011, 285; Zimi 2011, 37, 
n. 111. It is also noted by touloumtzidou 2010, 519; Kottaridi 2013, 344
(Early Hellenistic times?). on the silver oinochoai of the Beazley VI type,
see Andronikos 1984, 239, 240, fig. 172 (tomb of the ‘Prince’); Rolley 2006,
314; Zimi 2011, 136ff., 182 (Vergina); cf. also Vocotopoulou 1997, fig. 177,
267; Kypraiou 1979, 57, no. 159, pl. 24; Krauskopf 1981; Krauskopf 1984,
83, 87; Bratsioti 1988, 282, no. 231; Lezzi-Hafter 1988, 306ff., pl. 191;
Krauskopf 1995; touloumtzidou 2010, 506–518.

2. Bronze stamnoid situla (item nos. 3+13). Complete. the movable
arched handles have become affixed to the upper surface of the lip by 
corrosion with no possibility of being detached. Extensive wear on the body’s 
wall with three holes in the lower section of the vase (from inside to out).  
Ht. 0.243m, lip and handle diam. 0.203m, base diam. 0.097m, base ht. 0.012m 
(standing surface w. 0.008m, base hole diam. 0.05m). tin-plated bronze. 

23 A full report on the metal vases and vessels from the tomb is included in a forthcoming 
publication on the ‘Heuzey’ tombs (Drougou et al.), which includes a complete bibliogra- which includes a complete bibliogra-
phy.
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the body is formed by a thin, hammered sheet, the base and handles are cast 
and the separate parts of the vase have been silver-soldered together. Round 
body, slightly curved at its  lower section towards the base. Ring base with  
a curved outline and wide standing surface. A concave surface and small step 
are formed around its periphery on the interior. the lip takes no particular 
shape, but its upper surface is not visible. the formerly movable handles  
are supported on the lip by two pairs of diametrically placed rings. the rings 
are perforated and hold the components of the handles via two pairs of heads. 
At the back, between the nearly adjoining rings, a small free relief palmette 
can be discerned, which was made by incisions on the bronze. Below and 
in direct contact with the supporting rings of the handles is a large, heart-
shaped leaf that is formed by two large discs, the edges of which overlap 
the leaf’s oblate tip. See Drougou 2009, 69–70; touloumtzidou 2010, 349, 
no. 13; Kottaridi 2013, 345 (depiction). See also Andronikos 1984, 146,  
fig. 104, 211, figs. 176, 177 (tomb of the ‘Prince’), mainly fig. 176 on  
the form of the handles’ grip; Zimi 2011, 196ff. (silver examples). on other 
examples of this category and type see, Besios and Pappa 1995, 83 (grave 3);  
themelis and touratsoglou 1997, 33, nos. Α2, 73, Β29 and 103, Δ5,  
figs. 79 and 112 respectively; Marazov 2011, 165–166 (see the ornament  
on the handles’ grip with no excavation data, second half or end of  
4th century BC). For general information on the types and categories of 
the situla (bucket) see Schröder 1940; Zahlhaas 1971; Candela 1985, 24ff.; 
Shefton 1985; Romiopoulou 1989, 195ff., no.1; themelis and touratsoglou 
1997, 33ff.; Sideris 2000, 5 ff. with a different base; Barr-Sharrar 2002; 
teleaga 2008, 264, 449, pl.16: 2 (c. 300 BC); touloumtzidou 2010, 322ff. 
(for general information on situla), 353–388; Zimi 2011, 53ff. (bibliography). 
Clay imitation, see Vocotopoulou 1990, 61–62, pl. 35 (tomb in Aeneia ΑΙΙΙ); 
Besios and Athanasiadou 2014, 131–132, fig. 8 (Makrygialos, cemeteries  
of ancient Pydna, grave 5); Kottaridi 2013, 327 (depiction).

3. tin-plated bronze stamnoid situla (item nos. 4+19). Intact with only 
a little damage to the wall of the vase. the movable handles have become 
affixed to the upper surface of the lip and cannot currently be detached.  
Ht. 0.244m (without base), base ht. 0.015m, ht. 0.259m, lip diam. 0.225m, 
base diam. 0.12m. tin-plated bronze. the base and handles are cast.  
the base is silver-soldered. In terms of its general characteristics, the vase is 
similar to situla no. 3. Cf. jar-situla, cat. no. 2.

4. tin-plate bronze kantharos (item no. 6). Intact. traces of patina on  
the vase’s surface.
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Ht. 0.11m, lip diam. 0.086m, lip ht. 0.02m, base diam. 0.058m, foot  
ht. 0.035m. tin-plated bronze. the vase consists of four sections (a body, two 
handles and a base with a foot), all of which are cast. Its main characteristics 
are its large, free handles, the high foot of its base and its large, heavy 
distinct lip. the base is wide and consists of a large ring and upper disc, 
where the high stem of the foot stands. See Drougou 2009, 69–70; Kottaridi 
2013, 346 (Early Hellenistic times!). Cf. also Andriomenou 1975, 568–570, 
figs. 38, 39; Vocotopoulou 1975, 767ff., nos. 15, 18, figs. 24–27; Vatin and 
Rolley 1976, 102, nos. Β10–13, figs. 176–179 (third quarter of 4th century 
BC); Pfrommer 1987, 7ff.; Zimmermann 1998, 14ff., pl. 6, 7; Sideris 2000, 
11ff., figs. 15, 16; Rotroff 2002, 87ff.; Zimi and Sideris 2003, 45ff., pl. 14 
(London, British Museum Μ.1882, 102.2); Τeleaga 2008, 270; Besios 2010, 
312, 186 (Makrygialos, plot 951, grave 187), (Methoni grave 3); Fox 2011, 
179ff., fig. 206 (cat. no. 474 – last quarter of 4th century BC); Zimi 2011, 
67ff., 206ff. (silver examples). For general information on the shape of  
the clay or metal kantharos in the Late Classical and Hellenistic periods,  
see Kallini 2007, particularly 235ff. (here cf. type ΜΒ1) and for similar clay 
examples (type ΠΒ1), see Kallini 2007, 146.

5. Bronze kantharos (item nos. 11+12+14). Intact with patina on
the surface. Ht. 0.115m, lip diam. 0.087m, base diam. 0.058m, (handle span 
0.21m). the shape and its characteristics are similar to kantharos cat. no. 4.

6. Bronze patera (item nos. 33+36). Almost completely intact. Damage
to the rim and the bottom of the vase, which contains traces of cloth.  
Ht. 0.045m, rim diam. 0.212m (rim w. 0.009m), base diam. 0.138m, handle 
l. 0.154m (tube l. 0.113m, tube diam. 0.025m). Bronze.

the phiale and the handle are both formed by a hammered sheet.  
the ram’s head on the handle is cast. the vase’s phiale is footless with  
a wide standing surface. the slightly curved wall ends in the horizontal 
rim. the handle is formed by a simple, smooth tube affixed to the body.  
the end of the handle bears the figure of a ram (finial) with an oblong 
head and practically no relief features. on silver examples, see Andronikos 
1984, 213, 181–182 (Great tumulus, tomb ΙΙΙ); Kottaridi 2011, 57, 122, 
fig. 260; Zimi 2011, 59, 198 (before 311/311 BC!). on a clay example,  
see Vocotopoulou 1990, 60ff., no. 13, pls. 345, 346 (Aeneia). on the use  
of the vessel, see Vocotopoulou 1990, 60–61 (= Andronikos 1984, 157). 
Also, see teleaga 2008, 277 (examples from the Balkan Peninsula and  
the Black Sea). on the shape, see Nuber 1968; Nuber 1972, 1, 354; Buchholz 
1994, 150ff.; touloumtzidou 2010, 610–620; Ζimi 2011, 59.
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7. Bronze wine-strainer (ηθμός) (item no. 18). Fully preserved with
distinct patina. L. 0.212m, diam. 0.099m, rim w. 0.012m, handle base w. 
0.05m, handle plaque w. 0.018–0.02m. Cast bronze. there are eight series 
of holes on the bottom of the strainer in a rotating shape. the shallow 
hemispherical cup is crowned all around by a broad, plain rim. See Drougou 
2009; Kottaridi 2013, 346 (Early Hellenistic times). other examples, teleaga 
2008, 276ff., 455, no. 1945, pl. 112: 2 1931; touloumtzidou 2010, 310–312. 
Generally, teleaga 2008, 276ff; touloumtzidou 2010, 304–320; Zimi 2011, 
85ff.

8. Bronze arytaina (κύαθος) (item no.10). Intact. Full l. 0.212m, cup
diam. 0.099m, handle base w. 0.05m, component w. 0.018–0.02m. Cast 
bronze. the vessel consists of a small hemispherical kyathos (cup) with  
an oblate standing surface and handle. the latter is formed by a strip-shaped 
component slightly broader at the grip point with the kyathos’ and at its 
end, where a finial in the shape of a duck’s head and an additional small 
component are located.

Nikolaidou-Patera 2007, pl. 35 (= Nikolaidou-Patera 1996, 567–572). 
For general information on the object, also see Hill 1942, 41ff.; Crosby 
1943, 211ff.; Strong 1966, 46, 91; oliver 1977, no. 30; teleaga 2008, 277, 
nos. 1047, 1048, pl. 79, 177: 2; touloumtzidou 2010, 279–280; Zimi 2011, 
89ff. on other variations of kyathoi, mostly strainer-like, see tiverios 2009.

9. Lebes (item no. 1). Part of the lip and shoulder of the vase is missing
(fragments were found inside the vessel). Heavy damage to the surface. 
Ht. 0.2m ±, lip diam. 0.178m, max. diam. 0.27m. Hammered lead. Round 
body without a base or handles, slightly flattened in its lower part to create 
a ‘standing base’. In the upper part of the vase, echoing the horizontal 
shoulder, the lip curves slightly outwards. Cf. bronze examples of the shape, 
Andronikos 1984, 159, fig. 73; Pingiatoglou 1991, 146 (n. 14, ΜΔ 474,  
4th century BC). Cf. Karamitrou-Mentesidiou 2010, 140 (Aiani, Hellenistic). 
on rare lead vessels, cf. lead pyxides, such as those from the Hellenistic 
graves in Veroia, Drougou and touratsoglou 1980, 39. For an earlier, 
elaborate, bronze example from the 5th century BC, see Besios 2010, 268 
(‘Louloudia’ Kitros plot).

10. Iron tripod (item no. 2). Intact but heavily corroded all over.
Ht. 0.201m (full ht. 0.225m), rim diam. 0.188m, foot w. 0.02m, rim w. 
0.018m. Cast iron. Its three wide feet are connected by a relatively broad 
rim. Four independent broad protruding stands are also supported by this 
same rim. A visible corner is formed at the mid-point of the foot’s height, 
whilst the components curve outwards to better support the tripod in 
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their lower section. Cf. Andronikos 1984, 159, fig. 125 (Vergina, Philip’s 
tomb); Besios 2010, 292 (Sevasti-Pydna, grave 3); Fox 2011, 139, fig. 158  
(cat. no. 199, c. 500 BC). the bronze example from Philip’s tomb predates this  
by one century and is of a very different type, see Andronikos 1984, 159, 
fig. 73.

Clay vessels
the group of clay vessels discovered inside the tomb includes two black-

glazed plates, six skyphoi, some bowls without handles and one askos of  
the Guttus type, in addition to the clay lamp (Drougou et al. forthcoming).

For the translation of my text I thank Dafni Dimitriadi
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Pl. 1. the bronze calyx-krater from the ‘Heuzey B’ tomb at Vergina, Aigai. Archive of  
the Vergina excavation 1 – View with a lead disc cover; 2 – View of the calyx-krater sites
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Pl. 2. the bronze calyx-krater from the ‘Heuzey B’ tomb at Vergina, Aigai 1 – View of  
the calyx-krater site. Archive of the Vergina excavation; 2 – Drawing by t. Papadogonas
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Pl. 3. the lower section of the Vergina calyx-krater – details. Archive of the Vergina 
excavation 1 – Vergina calyx-krater base; 2 – Vergina calyx-krater handle
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Pl. 4. Female heads on the handles of the Vergina calyx-krater. Archive of the Vergina 
excavation
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